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I just wanted to ride the thing, not toil
curbside, wrenching on a stripped-out bolt bowing on blacktop, pledged to a mystery cult
of grimy devotion - when it broke, and tranny oil
loosed down my arm, warm, gloving my wrist
in metamorphic ooze, that whiff of hell
spun through her gears, a dirty Zinfandel
of shifting struggle and I could taste the schist,
the underworlds in her. To keep it running this iron mistress weeping from her seals it's steady work: but paid off in delight
when her frame shimmies between the legs, gunning
the empty highway in black unspooling night,
and she surges, takes me with her over the hills.

Front and rear covers
We have a poem on our front cover this issue. It's
titled "1973, 4-Stroke, 600 ccs" it's by Peter
Spagnuolo and Nick Tucker found it. Here's Nick...
"This was originally published in the London
Review of Books 10th September 2020, and it
struck a chord with me (and also opened up a small
debate as to whether he is going on about a
Panther or a BSA M21)."
Zinfandel by the way is a dark Californian wine.
Taste the
underworlds
in her?
Sounds like
demons in
the gearbox!
Nick's valve
gear is on
page 7.
These are strange times of course
and where our magazine would
normally be packed with rally
reports and photos of us basking
in the summer sunshine there is
space for other things. FCM, that's Fine Custom
Mechanics, is a Russian tuning shop who run their
spectacular Ural based race bikes at Bonneville
Salt Flats and on frozen lakes at home, amongst
other places. I have a shed load of lovely pictures
to show you from the interweb so
you'll get those both in this and
the next issue, with a bit of an
article next time.
I also have some photos of the
Ural factory taken by some bloke
called Rick, that's all the internet will tell me. These
appear to be of the established tour round the Irbit
works. I'll scatter those around too.
And then, we have some lovely CGI graphics by
digital artists Vladimir Alexeev,
Ostap Godron, Vladimir Polyov
whose IZH49 poster is on page 3
and Vitaliy Kirilchik who drew, if
that's the right word, the exploded
Dnepr on page 4.
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Which Ural bit does
this do then? Above.
Do we have anyone
who makes cables?
Pictured right is a
clutch cable for a
BMW but it's not long
enough to fit
Faebhean Kwest's
BMW/Dnepr. He'd
like one around 4' long but without
the soldered nipple, circled, on the
end. Venhills have priced
themselves out of his market at £60
for a special one. There are quite a
few BMW engined Dneprs, does
anyone happen to
have a spare? JJ Cables in
Warwick supply all manor of parts
for making cables as well as
blanks you can put your own ends
on but they don't appear to have a
website, which would make
ordering stuff a little quaint! Soon you'll have G5,
or 6 or 7 or whatever it is by then beamed straight
into your brain and all you'll have to do is think of it.

Forthcoming events
AGM
2021

No, I'm afraid not!
It's so far in the
future that we can
still hope the 2021
COC AGM will be held at
The Red Star Rally at Greetham
in August, the exact date is yet to be announced.
You'll be interesed to learn that PJB is
lusting after a Lotus Elise and expects
to buy one soon. This means he'll be
able to arrive at the AGM in Leicestershire only
twenty minutes after leaving home!

PJB

He sent me this picture, below, of his mate Dick
sitting in the Chang Jiang engined three wheeler
they built. It's power to weight ratio is still viable
with only 23bhp because it only weighs 250kg, so
far. It's not quite finished yet. Pictured top right is
one they prepared earlier with a Kawasaki KLR 650
single engine. Dick drove this once, discovering
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that 23bhp is quite enough thanks! Below is
Peter's Buckland B9, which has to go to make room
for the Elise. Fancy it? It looks expensive!

You might remember
on page 14 of the
May June issue of HV
MCN announced that
ISDT star Bob Manns
had taken a new job
as technical liason
commisar with
SATRA. PJB
remembers Bob on
the ground at the
time. After SATRA
closed Bob went to
Jawa/CZ in Kings
Lynn. In the dusty
old black and whites
below Bob is 2nd
from the left in the
group shot,
Matchless mounted,
just as he is in the
other photo.
Believe it or not I knew Simon Wynder who at the
time worked for Honda UK as one of their technical
advisors. He left Jawa/CZ to go to Honda. Gotta
pay the mortgage somehow I suppose!

Interestingly he rode a Moto Guzzi in his leisure
time. He understood the factory workshop manuals
with an intimacy which made him the perfect
authority.

Politburo
President &Technical Advisor Peter Ballard:
01225 891634. pjb.barnend@icdonline.co.uk
General Secretary: Tony Jones: 01942
605949/07504 700522
cossack@blueyonder.co.uk
Treasurer: Phil Inman: 01780 720420
coc.treasurer@mail.com
Membership Secretary: Gina Inman: 01780
720420 membership@cossackownersclub.co.uk
Show Organiser: Carl Booth: 01253 720327
comradecarl@mail.com
Regalia: Phil & Gina Inman: 01780 720420
regalia@cossackownersclub.co.uk
Magazine editor: Paul Codling: 01508 520890
paulcodling@mail.com
Facebook: Because almost everyone does it.
www.facebook.com/cossackownersclub
Interesting motorcycle stuff only please. We find it
necessary to filter out all sorts of the internet's
alternative content!
This magazine was beautifully printed in Leeds by
Thistle Print Ltd, Unit 6, Aston Court, Bramley,
Leeds, LS13 2AF
01132040600
www.thistleprint.co.uk
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"If you have any members in
the South West (or anywhere,
really) who would be up for a
feature on their bike, a solo
ideally, I'd love to hear from
them. Both my editor and I
have been kicking the idea
around for some time!" oliver.hulme@gmail.com
will put you in touch and you can negotiate your
place in the glare of the spotlight accordingly.

Classic
Bike
Guide

Occasionally I am asked
to recommend motor
insurance for our type of
bikes. I always
recommend RH motor
Insurers. When taking out
motor insurance it is always advisable to look
further than the headline premium. Ad ons, policy
excesses and extensions can make a big
difference over the term of the insurance.

Tony
Jones
Insurance

RH Insurance is a division of Hiscox Insurance and
they issue policies underwritten by Equity Red Star.
Their policies are classed as specialist policies
rather than classic or modern bike policies. They
are primarily aimed at classic machines, over 20
years old. Multiple bikes can be added to the
policy. For example I recently added a 1994 Soviet
Knight to my policy and the additional premium was
£5.60 for the remaining seven months whereas a
2006 Ural 750 combo was £140 for seven months.
Contact RH insurers on 0333 043 3911 or
rhspecialistinsurance.co.uk and be sure to mention
the Cossack Owners Club. Check out the
November/December 2020 edition of HV, page 29,
for a more in depth introduction to RH motor
insurers.
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A warm welcome to.....
Andrew Tyler, Donnybrook, Australia.
Gavin Johnson, Corsham Wilts.
Malcolm Bray, Gosport, Hants
Simon Peters, Littlehampton, W. Sussex.
John White, Fishponds, Bristol.
Paul Berridge, Tipton, Staffs.
Mark Lee, Higham
Ferrers, Northants.
Toby Garner, Kings
Lynn, Norfolk.
Steve Goldstein,
Redlodge, Suffolk.
Philip Bowes, St.
Neots, Cambs.
Paul O’Connor,
Felinfach, Lampeter.
Tim Whitton, Coalpit
Heath Bristol.
Igor Tsyokhla, Fulbourn Cambs.
Stephen Pomeroy, Llandudno Junction, Conwy.
Eric Shortland, Almeria, Spain.
Malcolm Lloyd, Keighley, Yorkshire.
Michael Unsworth, Southampton.

K750
Barrels

Does anyone have any spare
ones? Mick Smith dropped his
R/H one and a piece broke off
the bottom where it fits in the
crankcase. Jim Turner stepped into the breach to
offer his old pair but someone must have dropped
the R/H one at some point too. It's damaged in
exactly the same way!

Although the bottom piston ring goes down this far,
Jim's bike ran fine like that for years. The reason
he replaced the pair was this, below. If you look

closely at the top of the bore in this picture you'll
see two tracks cut by the end of a wandering
gudgeon pin. Fortunately it didn't get away with
worse. It wasn't Jim's gudgeon pin and the barrel
was put back on before he bought the bike. This
side also ran OK for years although it might have
been a bit smoky. Yes the piston's in upside down,
that's just for storage.
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Mick's plan B is to weld the broken piece back on
and rebore. He already has new oversize pistons
for this. So, if you're fed up with tripping over that
R/H K750 barrel holding the shed door open or you
have a pair you don't need, email your HV editor,
details on page 4 and I'll tell Mick.

Top Tips for the Gas Cook
No. 5 “Valve guides” An
increasingly occasional series.

Nick
Tucker

My Dnepr MT 11 left Humberside
and Nevals in 1996 and came into my life two years
later. This is the latest episode of an extended
twenty two year battle to get it running reliably.
For long-time readers, we’ll be skipping over the
rewire, except to say Deutsch electrical connecters
are very nice (www.retrofitparts.co.uk), and it is
good to have wiring where not all the wires are
either greyey-pink or pinky-grey. And there is now a
network of earth wires.
In the last episode, the mighty Dnepr was up and
running. The SovBlok superbike sailed through the
MOT with an advisory on the rear wheel for a slack
bearing. This I remedied by fitting the spare and
deftly kicked the problem down the road as a
problem for poor old future Nick. I rode to work a
few times and all seemed well. Conveniently, the
Distinguished Gentleman`s ride came up, and the
bike made it all the way up the hill (three miles) to
Lincoln Cathedral and the start of the event, when
upon reversing into a parking space, there was a
nasty clatter, and the bike went on to one cylinder.
I bade farewell to the Distinguished ones, and
nursed the bike back down the hill and home.
Examination of the offending cylinder head found
the valve stem cap lying in the rocker box cover
and the inlet valve jammed open. Bugger. I also
dropped the oil out of the sump. It is a cast
aluminium deep sump. Although I would have said
that the engine was fully warmed up, the first flow
of oil was quite cool. I assume this is because it is a
deep sump with a standard-length oil pick-up. This
stagnant zone is not necessarily a bad thing, as it
gives a chance for suspended solids to settle out,
and not be sucked back into the engine, a bit like
the cavernous oil cooler in olden days Volkswagen
flat four engines.
So, in the words of the Red Queen, off with its
head. The valve was stuck fast with a tiny flake of
what ought to be bronze (Opposite top). Can this
be the smallest bit of metal ever to bring a Dnepr to
its knees? Where can it have come from? Unkindly,
the thought occurred that the gentleman who fitted
the valve guides and re-cut the valve seats, had
perhaps neglected to be as enthusiastic in cleaning
up after his reaming activities as, given the size of
his bill, one might have wished.
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No matter. To
the parts washer
boy wonder, and
a mighty scrub
and wash
through it got.
Since it might be
left-over swarf,
off with the offside head, out
with the valves,
and scrub away, scrub away the SR way.
Incidentally, sharing a learning outcome with my
fellow enthusiasts who are Machine Mart Clarke
parts washer owners; if you leave the parts
washing solution in the washer for a long time, it
de-emulsifies into a curiously disagreeable cheese
like substance.
The heads reassembled, it ran quite nicely for a
couple of trips to work and back (five miles there
and back), so when a pal suggested meeting up at
the Newark Bike Show, the twenty three mile round
trip sounded like a jolly good idea. The bike was
running like a charm on the way out of town. What
a joy it was to bimble along the A46 dual
carriageway. Then phutt. Not a bang but a phutt.
Back onto a single cylinder and a horrible rattle
from the cylinder head. I think we know what this is.
Optimistically, I thought it would be a good idea to
try and nurse it back home on the single remaining
pot. I now know this not to be true, because after
trying a bit too hard in an adventurous trip around
the roundabout, there was a big puff of white
smoke and all forward motive power ceased. I was
just able to coast into a convenient farm lane
entrance. Having the plugs out, the offside one was
beautifully metal sprayed with the vaporized top of
the lovely high precision Almot piston.
One of the things that comes with our bank account
is a breakdown recovery service, so it was duly
summoned to ship the ruin home. While I was
waiting a nice man stopped to say hello and to offer
sympathy, and better yet, the Lovely Mrs. T swung
by in the car with very welcome hot cup of tea.
Back at base, forensic dissection of the cylinder
heads indicated that the offside piston did indeed
have a splendid big hole in it, and old faithful, the
nearside inlet valve was stuck in its guide. So, off
with the sump to retrieve all the piston bits. Also, off
with the timing chest, just to check that the
centrifugal oil filter wasn’t full up. It wasn’t, but

rather unfortunately I managed to rotate the
crankshaft during all these shenanigans so part of
the rebuild would involve redoing the BoyerBransden ignition timing. Still, it was good to be
able to take the opportunity to Helicoil one or two of
the stripped machine screw holes that are intended
to hold the sump on.
Off comes the barrel and out comes the holey
piston of Antioch. The barrel didn’t look too bad at
all considering. Nothing in the way of surface relief
that I could detect by running a fingernail over it.
So, a light hone and we are ready to go. Getting
quite practiced by this time at building up the
heads, so back on they go, and back on goes the
timing chest with a new gasket cut I think, from a
sheet of that nice thick Kraft paper found in the
bottom of supermarket banana boxes. Wellseal
gasket goo completes the assembly.
The engine fires up very nicely on the static timing
of the Boyer-Bransden unit, but whilst I am striving
to time it up dynamically with a strobe light, the
amplifier drops dead, and the engine is as dead as
a flat hat. If anyone wants a Boyer set up with a
dead amplifier, but with the rotor machined to fit a
Dnepr cam, and a quite well engineered (based on
the Peter Ballard design) stator holder, do please
let me know. £20 to you including P&P and the coil
is almost new. Can’t too be too unkind about the
Boyer unit as it is about twenty years old.
A little bit of interneting reveals four possible
replacements:
The Wassell Vape unit (www.britishbikebits.com)
a spare spark system for BSA/Triumph/Norton that
could no doubt be made to fit.
The Pazon Sure Fire PA2 (www.pazon.com) a
spare spark system that could no doubt be made to
fit.
The American C5 ignition, it has a selectable
choice of ignition curves (!), but unfortunately no
longer on sale. The manufacturer says that the
optical pick-up was not reliable enough at service
temperatures, so he is in the process of
redesigning to use a Hall effect sensor.
The Ukrainian one, originating from
www.sovek.com at £16 plus postage.
Unfortunately, I bought mine from Oldtimer Garage,
and paid a bit more than that. The final selection
was based on price, availability and the amount of
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fannying about that would be necessary to fit it.
SovBlok tech it is.
The unit dropped straight in and the rotor is keyed
to fit the end of the camshaft. Hurrah! There are a
number of Youtube videos where cheery shaven
headed Stakhanovites (eg www.youtube.com/
watch?v=vA2sT9CyaHU&t=913s ) talk through the
process of fitting and timing up this system. It
seems advisable to fit a gasket between the stator
and the engine, presumably to offer a little
insulation: cornflakes packet for this one, and no
gasket goo. Youtube AI offers English subtitles
which are often more amusing than informative. It
looks simple: set the engine at top dead centre and
rotate the stator plate until the red timing LED on
the unit comes on, and the job is a good ‘un. This
goes fine until I discover that some wretched cost
down enthusiast has decided that the red LED is
not required in the one I have bought. Google
translate does a fair old job on the instructions
supplied with the unit that essentially say do the
TDC thing, set the stator to the middle of the
adjustment, and you are fairly good to go. Fire it up,
and twiddle the stator until it sounds right. Or in my
case use the Gunson Tachostrobe
(mains powered, nice and bright)
to do it dynamically.
The bike starts easily, and I am
making progress with the timing,
when it goes phutt on the nearside
cylinder again. Bugger. And
Bugger. Measuring the
temperature of the cylinder heads,
there is a 60°C difference between
the two cylinders, with the hotter
one on the near side
I am now thinking that the ideal
solution is to pay a grown up to
sort it all out. Who better than the
redoubtable David Angel at F2
Motorcycles? I drop him a
dispirited email and get a prompt
and courteous reply saying that he
is not at all keen to have another
Dnepr in his workshop, as the
quality of pattern spares is “frankly
terrible”. He suggests that this may
be the case here, and that the material that the
valve guide is made of may be inappropriate. He
also supplies a useful link about valve guide
materials https://calverst.com/technical-info/valve-

guides-materials-and-usage/ So, it looks as though
he has got something there. There are a couple of
reliable suppliers of new old stock, so I order a
couple of sets of NOS cast iron valve guides. It is
quite difficult to get recommendations about exactly
what valve guides ought to be made from. MotoBoxer (www.motoboxer.com) offer a set made from
a nickel aluminium bronze alloy (CuAl10Ni5Fe4) at
67.65 € a set (ref. MT801524). This is apparently
CW307G, a grade noted for high wear resistance,
largely retaining its strength and hardness up to
400°C, and very good galling resistance. While I’m
at it, they also offer a valve set made from nonmagnetic austenitic steel (X35 CrMnNiN m21-9,
this seems to be a Spanish standard. See https://
www.steel-grades.com/Steel-Grades/Special-Steel/
X53CrMnNiN21-9.html for more about this. It has a
quoted Rockwell hardness of about 50 and priced
at 138,99€ ref.MT801523.

Seems like a plan. So, I had a look in the OEM
manual and on the internet. The comrades who
wrote the manual say drive out the guides with a
punch, and then drive in the new ones in after
heating the heads to a uniform 200°C. This did not
seem impossible, so I bought a stepped punch
designed for the job. This was a 5/16 inch one made
for old Brit bikes (Page 8, right), but that is near
enough to the 8mm desired. To stop the heads
from skidding about on the bench, a wooden stand
was a useful accessory (Below), and simply drilling
a hole in the bench makes it a lot easier to work on
the heads when they are inverted (Below that).
The old guides drove out without difficulty, and I cut
the offending one in half with the works diamond
saw to see what could be divined from it; some
galling is evident (Page 10, top left). Was it the
wrong stuff or was it a mishap in the reaming

These items also come with a guarantee and “will
be replaced or its price will be returned if they
happen to present any production defect”. MotoBoxer are commendably honest about the quality of
some of their other parts. However, I already have
my NOS cast iron guides in my hot little hand, and
the Lugansk valves have only done a very small
mileage. Always nice to have a plan B tho’.
I have no experience of fitting such things, so once
more with a song in my heart I hie me to our local
cylinder head machinist, the chap who fitted the
brass ones that I supplied to him last time. He
manages to conceal his delight at the prospect of
repeat business and pronounces both sets of OEM
valve guides as unusable scrap. Oh.
My first thought is to get some guides machined up
by a pal at work. He is by now furloughed, so in the
interim, I set to and measure up the two sets of
cast iron guides. This needs to be done anyway, as
I’ll need a drawing for my machining pal. This
opens up another fun area of sorting out how big
the new guides ought to be. The critical dimensions
being the fit into the cylinder head and the internal
diameter, how much leeway to leave for the
reaming. Actually, they do not look too bad, it is
after all a Dnepr. I wondered via the Cossack
Owners Club Facebook page who other folk use for
such tasks and found out that the replacement of
valve guides was not something that was widely
farmed out. Kindly Chris Tomes of Vostock
Motorcycles offered helpful advice namely; it’s not
difficult, so do it yourself.
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process? When I can get
access to the works electron
microscope it’ll be possible
to see what elements it is
made of: watch this space.
To avoid domestic
disharmony, the heads were thoroughly degreased
and dried off before being popped in the oven at
200°C (Gas Mark 6) for an hour. The valve guides
went in the freezer at -18°C, every little helps. The
guides went in with a light bit of tapping on the
stepped punch, using the stand put on the kitchen
table to avoid too much cooling going on whilst
running out to the garage.

Squinting down the exhaust ports, it becomes clear
that the two cylinder head castings are significantly
different. The boss surrounding the valve guide is
much larger on the nearside than the offside. The
difference looks enough to make a difference to the
gas flow out of the port. This is not desirable, so I
have a go with the Dremel to make the nearside
head a reasonable facsimile of the offside one.
Note to previous self, this would have been easier
before the valve-guides went in. Note to you lot,
forgot to take any pictures of this bit.

The next job is reaming the
guides to size. As fitted the
holes were a touch too small
to fit the valves. This is
expected and is noted in the
Comrades book. Tracy Tools
(www.tracytools.com)
supplied an 8mm hand
reamer (Right). This goes in a
tap handle, and thanks to a
taper in the construction
seems to do a reasonable job
of self-centering as you screw
it in like a giant cork-screw
(Below). The advice is plenty
of lubrication and resist the
urge to turn it backwards as
you would if cutting a thread
with a tap. This avoids pulling
swarf in under the cutting
edge and spoiling the finish. Once you have
reamed it all the way through, then you can push
the reamer the rest of the way through. The valves
were now a nice sliding fit in the guides.
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The next bit is making sure that the valve seating
is adequate. There is a sequence of YouTube
videos about this by a plausible Geordie going by
the name of Lunmad (www.youtube.com/watch?
v=GEg18pE0PHQ&t=519s) who was rebuilding his
T140 Triumph Bonneville. His method involves
smearing some engineers blue on the valve
(Below) and rotating it on the seat to see how much
blue is transferred to the seat (Bottom). This has

the advantage of letting you see how thick the zone
of contact is as well. For the valve grinding
process, the hole drilled in the bench to
accommodate the rocker cover fixing stud lets the
head sit level and stops it from scooting about on
the bench. So, grind with coarse paste until you
have your uniform blue ring on the valve seat
(Page 2). Then give it a finish with the fine stuff.
More scrupulous cleaning down, and then
reassemble the valve springs. A pair of tweezers is
handy to install the collets. However, back to the
Comrades book and
some long forgotten
commissar tells me
that it is enough to fill
the inlet or exhaust
tract with paraffin
and if the valve
doesn't leak for ten

seconds we are good to go. Both heads pass this
test, so on with the assembly.
The engine sparks up fine. After a run around the
block improved by a cheery wave from a sidecar
fan stopped next to me at the traffic lights, the
cylinders are now within 20°C of each other. Is this
because of the windage associated with riding it or
my Dremelling exercise?
Little Noddy has not yet been quite brave enough
to measure the cylinder pressures. To be
continued, no doubt.........
Yes please Nick. I'd like to say before the whole
club that I particularly enjoyed Gas Cook Top Tips
No 5 and the included internet links. On the subject
of being brave enough, you put cylinder heads in
the domestic oven? Do you think you might put
cylinder heads in it twice? You can get 200c with a
paint stripper hot air gun you know, in situ in the
shed, and the Sunday roast doesn't taste odd!
You might remember in the
September/October 2019 issue of
HV I attempted to swamp DVLA
with documentry evidence of my
Voskhod having been
manufactured in 1974 because
their accountability trained, semi automatic staff
refused my age related registration application yet
again. It's time to step up to the breech once more,
this time to apply for age related registration for
Lovely Hazel's Jupiter 3. This can only have been
manufactured in 1975, we all know that because
we know what 1975 Jupiters look like and it says
1975 all over it.

Dating
Lovely
Hazel

This time, as much for the sport in it as anything,
I thought I'd cover everything DVLA complained
about during the Voskhod application with what

might be spectacular overkill. It's
necessary because we have no
paperwork, no foreign registration
certificate and of course, no factory
records.
Plan A is to achieve success with the
first submission. If that happens, we'll
know that something in the epic, 12
page dating certificate accompanying
the V55/5 impressed DVLA's processing
clerk and rendered him/her powerless to
resist. The first 11 pages are pictured
opposite just as they'll land on the DVLA
clerk's desk, but printed readably on
paper. Page 12 will be the covering
letter attached to the certificate and
therefore read and acknowledged by
PJB as sensible.
Our experimental dating certificate
includes the usual COC montage of
photos of the motorcycle in question with
its frame and engine numbers and frame
plate displayed. But then we have a
comparison with another 1975 Jupiter,
registered when new by the official
importer, SATRA, in 1975, with DVLA's
very own V5 in support. More on this
later.
Helpfully IZH date stamped their
electrical equipment at the time so
pictures of the voltage regulator and the
dynamo are offered, the regulator having
been made in March 1975 and the
dynamo in February that year.
Then we have screenshots from
fourteen, yes that's 14, independent
websites featuring pictures of what is
described by the sites as a 1975 IZH
Jupiter 3, some in wonderful detail.
These sites are not just information sites
but vehicle sales sites in Eastern Europe
where the year of the vehicle offered for
sale is important and likely to be taken
from the vehicle's registration papers.
We even have a couple of short videos
from Youtube! I left the browser address
bar in the screenshots so these sites can
be verified as real and not something I
cooked up in istudiopublisher! Opposite
page.
After that we're including scans of a road
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test less than enjoyed by
Motorcycle Sport Magazine in
March 1975 and a copy of one of
the full page adverts SATRA
placed in the magazine tempting
punters to ignore what MCS
thought of their Jupiter 3. If you
really want to slog through the
road test itself, it's on page 13 but
I'll warn you now, it's deadly dull!
Interestingly the full page of
adverts has a picture of a Jupiter
3 for sale from Knott Hill
Motorcycles and "Motorcycle
Sport, March 1975" printed on the
bottom, perfect.
Above right, 45,000 P is about £465 but you do get
a wooden box sidecar for that and below right,
Bike.net is in Arabic. Dating evidence from around
the world then, a global 1975.
As ever PJB assimilated all this into the COC
dating certificate and astutely commented on it that
the home market 1975 Jupiter 3 was blessed with
the old fashioned, high level front muguard to
faciliate progress in knee deep mud, where we got
the neat, fork slider mounted one.
The final gem, discovered by PJB, was that also
registered in the UK in 1975 and listed on the COC
register of frame and registration numbers was IZH
Jupiter 3 number 13511. I'll point out here that the
editorial shed is a bit of a cave and buried in the
gloom is a lifetime of collecting junk. Yes, it does
one day come in handy. How spooky is this........
I bought my Jupiter 3 from John Denny as you
know, in 1998, and Hazel bought hers with a
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Lithuainian number plate on it a few years ago.
When we looked, for the purposes of registering
hers, our engine and frame numbers are only four
digits apart. Her's 13510 and mine 13514, they
must have rolled down the assembly line with only
three bikes betwen them and one of those

was 13511, the one on the COC register. All three
must have been pushed off the end within minutes
of each other. Lovely Hazel sees this as evidence
that we were destined to be togther of course but
just as important, for the sake of her age related
registration application at least, is that a
manufacturing date of 1975 is pretty much
undeniable.
Poking about in the shed revealed that the Cryllic
prefix used by IZH on their engine and frame
numbers actually does have a useful reason to be
there, it's a date stamp. Both 13510 and 13514
have Д in front for the frame and ЭД for the engine
and after investingating all the crankcases and
frames discarded years ago in the shed, others
made in 1975 have too. More of this on page 31.

Motorcycle Mechanics
but our dads read
MCS, Captain Sensible
as a motorcycle
magazine. It was both
monochrome and
monotone to the core
but red, it's only colour,
on the cover. Maybe,
if you were lucky, there
might be a colour
portrait of something
tasty in the middle. In
March 1975 it was a Velocette KSS when it could
so easily have been a Jupiter 3! And on that
subject here's the journalistic road test of one. I've
scattered a little colourful photography in amongst it
so it doesn't make HV look too boring....
The Jupiter? Well, let’s say it’s not our favourite
bike.

Pictured above are Д13510 and Д13514, reunited
45 years after they were sperated at birth. The
wad of paper will be sent to DVLA in late
September but we won't know if we've achieved a
result until after this edition of HV goes to print, I'll
let you know what happened in the next issue.
When I was a kid I wanted everything
loud, fast and outrageous. It was
boring if it didn't fill up my senses with
noise, colour and the promise of adventure. The
first issue of Bike Magazine hit the stands in
Summer 1971 with a chopper and a girl on the
front, in colour, "fast, furious and fun" it said. By
the time I bought my FSIE in 1976 the shock had
worn off a bit and us mates read either Bike or

MCS
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To be perfectly frank and honest, I hated the
Jupiter from the moment that I sat on it. I had
nothing but bad memories of a similar machine that
we tried a few years back and, at first impression,
the Jupiter had not changed much. The main
drawback was that, until a period of readjusting had
passed, it was such an awkward bike to ride.
Nothing seemed to function easily. The throttle
was of the “through the handlebars” variety and
had excessive slack, the rocking gear change was
awkward to use with the heel, and the all metal
pedal at the front precluded the use of the upper
side of the toes for upward changes, the brakes
appeared to be non existent, and even the clutch
only appeared to grip when it felt like doing so. The
latter problem was not really the fault of the Jupiter,
for the gear change was linked to the clutch,
making it possible to change gear, and even pull
away, purely on pressure on the gear change
pedal. Trouble is, I had forgotten all about that and
was tending to linger on the pedal after a gear
change, the result being that the clutch stayed
disengaged.
The first few days on the bike really were misery.
Nothing seemed to work right, the machine jarred
on my senses and I was not enjoying it. Time, they
say, is the answer to many problems, and so it was
with the Jupiter. I adapted my riding style to suit
the unsophisticated ways of the Russian machine.
I left more room for my braking. Much more. The
gear change as I got used to it improved and only
occasionally did I fail to engage the gear cleanly,
and I modified the dual seat, which made the gear

change even better. Funny you might think. Not
really. A grab handle is fitted between rider and
passenger, a robust affair ideal for lifting the not
inconsiderable bulk of the machine on to centre
stand. It also acted as a pneumatic drill at the base
of my spine, and if I was going to ride the bike art
all it would have to go. Two bolts held it so removal
was no problem, and, because I was able to sit
further back on the dual seat, I was able to angle
my leg better on the footrest, thereby making gear
changing easier. The only drawback, two unsightly
holes in the set and the virtual removal of the
centre stand from the game, for without that handle
the use of it was all but impossible. (I put mine on
its centre stand all the time without touching the
handle. You have to fondle it correctly.)

Nobody would suggest that the Jupiter 350 twin two
stroke is the best looking motorcycle in the world,
though there is a smoothness about the various
enclosures that quite appealing.
I would, ask me! I was 16 years old when I fell in
love with my first Jupiter. Some old bloke in the
village owned one and I thought it was awesome.
It took me more than 20 years to get a grip on one
myself. I spent all my money on Yamahas and I
mean all of it.
I answered an ad in our local yellow pages for a
“Russian 350”. That’s all it said. The vendor
wanted £100 but when I got there the bike was
trampled into the mud in a floorless, crumbling
shed down the bottom of a terrace house garden,
in pieces, in the dark. We poked about with a little
torch for a while, dug a few bits out to inspect them
as best we could but we had no idea if it was all
there or not. I just wanted a look at a Russian 350,
hoping it might be a Jupiter. Then he said “Well, do
you want it?” I told him I didn’t. “Oh go on, make
me an offer.” he laughed. I thought I’d insult him
and escape and said “£10?” “Yeah OK.”
We shovelled what we could find of it, literally, with
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a shovel, into the back of my van and I drove home
wondering what the next morning’s daylight would
reveal. Remarkably all that was missing was the
throttle slide. Some twenty years later than that I
eventually found time to put it together! Below.

Time passed and the Jupiter carried out its daily
commuting chores without fuss or bother. The
350cc twin cylinder two stroke engine always
started easily, needing flooding and full air from
cold, a brisk prod from the left foot operated
kickstarter when warm. It was virtually vibration
free and relatively oil tight. I never really get on
with left side kick starters but this one was not too
bad. My gear changing technique improved. From
the start each gear engagement was audible to
anyone who cared to listen, a loud crunch telling
the world that man and machine were not in
harmony. After a while I learned that it would not
be rushed and, contrary to everyone’s belief about
Russian machinery, responded to a sensitive
touch. It also made me get to grips with my lazy
gear change foot.
Riding the Jupiter was, when it comes down to
putting it down in black and white, not
unreasonable. The seat was comfortable and the
suspension acceptably on the firm side. Steering
with a block tread 3.50x18in tyre on the front (and
on the rear, both wheels being interchangeable),
was heavy but not unbearably so. Handling was
surprisingly good. The low performance,
comparatively speaking, of the engine did not throw
any great demands on the single down tube cradle
frame that looks, in any case, as though it could
accommodate
the big Ural
engine without
problems.
The feeling
was that, in an
emergency,
even the
massive pump

mounted along almost the full length of the front
tube, would play its part. With conventional and
characteristically massive, telescopic forks at the
front and swinging arm rear suspension, the bike
did not show any great signs of distress when
pushed through roundabouts and the like at quite
respectable speeds.
Now we come to the bit
that really did worry us.
The brakes. It’s obviously
an area that is giving the
importers some concern
for, before the machines
are sold, the Russian
linings are replaced by
Ferodo and the cables are
all changed round. Even
so the brakes on the
original road test machine
were poor. No, more than poor, dangerous. The
rear pedal was some two inches above the height
of the footrest, making a balanced use of the pedal
difficult. In the end this did not matter for even
stamping on the pedal never offered the response
that was needed. The front brake was little better.
It was particularly susceptible to the wet and even
in the dry needed prolonged application before any
noticeable stopping power was evident. Upon
initial application there was a delay, a kind of
winding up that could be likened to servo action. In
a nutshell, the brakes were pretty grim. There is,
however, another side to the coin for SATRA, who
import the machine, sent us along a second Jupiter
shod with British tyres, Dunlop K70s. Now for some
reason, the brakes on this bike were immeasurably
better than those on the test machine. Coupled

with decent tyres, the bike
was a very much more
attractive package and
obviously the importers’
point that the provision of
good tyres was a worthwhile
operation was a good one.
Perhaps readers are
wondering why this is not
done in the first place? We did, too, and the
answer was that the Jupiter is a cheap bike, very
cheap and if items such as tyres, in addition to the
brake linings and cables, have to be changed then
the bike’s very virtue, its cheapness, is going to be
eroded. To return, for a moment, to the original
bike and its brakes. It had Russian tyres, as we
have said, almost trials tyres, in fact, with a solid
cross pattern block tread. They were, as is freely
acknowledged, peculiar, and on the rare occasions
when we managed to screw extra braking out of
the Jupiter, usually in desperation, the point of
breakaway arrived so soon that it was clearly
pointless to improve the brakes, on their own, too
much. The strange thing is that the tyres did not
cause too much concern in the wet, although due
allowance must be made for our being far more
cautious than usual.

One area where the Jupiter was slightly
disappointing, in the sense that we expected it to
be better, was economy. During the test it
averaged 50 miles to the gallon of petroil mixture.
This is a figure that we have grown used to from
bikes of much greater performance but not one
which we had hoped for from the Jupiter, for we
would have expected that the customer that it
would attract would be very economy minded. To
be fair, to SATRA Belarus, they do not make a
great thing of the bike’s economy, claiming “up to
60 mpg” in their leaflet. The fuel tank held four
gallons with a reserve of, generously, under a mile,
which is ridiculous. A mixture of 20 to 1 was
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initially suggested but we found that the blue haze
that we disgorged at anything over 50mph was an
embarrassment, and 24 to 1 was used with no ill
effect, bearing in mind that the bike was well run in.
The performance of the machine was surprisingly
good. It would cruise happily at 60mph almost
indefinitely. (Really!) Top speed was just over
70mph which is less than the 85mph claimed but
not, bearing in mind the kind of machine that it is
intended to be, too bad. The speedometer,
calibrated in kph, was quite accurate at low speeds
but wavered badly in excess of 60mph. The
second bike, much newer, had a very much better
speedometer fitted. Acceleration was not startling,
nor did we expect it to be, but little difficulty was
experienced beating the commuting car from the
starting gate.
The lights were really not quite as powerful as we
would have hoped from what is, after all, quite a
high performance machine (in the sense that it is,
theoretically, as able as any other bike on the
market to be ridden as fast as the law will allow).
The rear light, a plastic moulding, was also less
then we would have wished. The flashing
indicators were not at all bad. They were reliable
(at least on the No 1 machine, they didn’t work at
all on the second!), but their real downfall was in
the switches. Identical either side the left hand one
also had the horn button. The “neutral” area
remained between dip and main that served as the
cancel position on the right hand indicator switch.
This switch had no stop at the cancel position
whatsoever and relied entirely upon the rider hitting
the right spot to cancel, with the consequent
temptation to look down whilst doing so. Not a good
switch. Neither was the ignition switch, a
removable plunger key in the headlamp that served
as a light switch as well. It had a spring loaded
shutter to keep out the weather when the key was

removed and this never
worked on any of the
machines, with the result that
if the bike was left in the rain
there was a danger of the
switch filling up with water
and activating the ignition
circuit. It did this on the
Jupiter and the Ural. Just to
make matters worse, the
connection was a simple
electrical contact, not unlike
that used in a voltage regulator, which persisted in
bending and making it increasingly difficult to get
sparks without removing the light to bend it back.
Really, one way and another the electrics left
something to be desired but at least they had the
virtue of keeping working in spite of everything
else.
Let us look for a few of the assets of the Jupiter for,
after all, it was not all bad. The rear chain was
totally enclosed with a rubber coupling allowing
some flexibility of the unit. It worked well and we
never once even thought about the chain. The
primary drive is by duplex chain. The rear seat,
mudguard and light unit could be removed at the
pressure of a button at the front of the seat, making
maintenance in the area and rear wheel removal
child’s play. The tool kit supplied for this and other
jobs was, as always, more than adequate.
It was a comfortable enough bike to ride once it
had been “modified”, with the seat at least as good
as most that we try. The relationship between the
handlebars, footrests and seat was reasonable and
once we became used to the controls it was not too
bad, as a basic motorcycle, to ride. It would be
immeasurably improved for a little mile “modding”
by owners though. The substitution of an Amal for
the slow action throttle would show an immediate
benefit, as would the fitting of a round rubber
covered foot change pedal to give more control
over upward changes. Practice showed that the
larger the boots we wore the less room there was
to squeeze the heel into the right position for
smooth gear changing, with the result that missed
changes were somewhat above average.
The silencing of the bike was about average with
an occasional crackle from the exhaust that once
had me comparing it to a Scott! The thought of the
reaction of Scott owners to the comparison kept me
amused for the rest of the journey. Not for the first
time we felt that a Russian machine was over
baffled, which did not necessarily mean it was
quieter. The feeling was of a booming somewhere
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down below, which became slightly irritating on the
over run. In this respect and to be fair, in many
others, the Jupiter reminded us of an equivalent
British machine of the late 50s. Crude,
unsophisticated, basic and using cheap materials.
The difference is that the Russian machines have
more excuse for presumably coming from a country
where, in this area, they are still decades behind,
the first priority is to produce reliable if unexciting
transport for the masses.
The above supposition could also apply to the
looks of the machine. Our first reaction never
changed, it is ugly, full stop. (Oooooh merciless,
and wrong, I think it’s gorgeous!) The dated
castings covering the carburettor, the fuel tank that
was designed for capacity rather than looks, and
the sheer bulk of the machine contribute to a far
from handsome package (In your opinion, Mr
MCS.) A heavy one too, for it weighs 348lb dry
which is very noticeable to the rider. Finished in
green or blue and cream, the paint job leaves a
great deal to be desired, being cheap looking and
having a marked tendency to chip at sharp
corners. Much the same could be said about the
chrome which looks fine but has a poor base and
chips easily.
An unnecessarily harsh judgement of a machine?
That is up to the reader’s to judge for we must not
overlook the fact that the Jupiter sells at only £279,
which is less than half that asked for a Japanese or
Italian 350. One argument could well be, “What do
you expect for that price?” Is it valid? Are those
who buy the bike getting a cheap bike that is value
for money, or no more than they are paying for?
The poor old Jupiter has just one more thing going
against it, it is undercut by one of its Iron Curtain
neighbours, the Jawa 350. We should be trying
one of those too, soon, so it will be interesting to
see which is the better bike.
Perhaps readers are left with the impression that
we are (completely humourless?) less than
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enthusiastic about the Cossack Jupiter 350. The
plain fact is that even after living with it for three
weeks solid, we never really enjoyed riding it. We
think that it would not be difficult, at modest
expense, to modify it so that its less attractive
features are at least eased and, in this respect, we
think that we would rather the machine were
purchased by an experienced motorcyclist who
knew exactly what he was getting and had the
capacity to improve it. One thing that worries us
about a machine such as this is that an outsider
coming to it “raw” (we recognise that a learner has
to limit his machine to 250) might well regard this
as typical motorcycling. It is not. It is a basic
machine, perhaps suitable for commuting, even
touring with determination, but for us it was not fun.
And that, above all, is what motorcycling is all
about. Or should be. It would be a tragedy if a
rider was to ride a bike purely for transport and not
discover this.

Youtube

Not fun? Lovely Hazel found
this...... www.youtube.com/watch?
v=MF5uQAqJCLw&feature=youtu.be If you're an
irrepressible, adventure crazed anarchist, it's what
you can do with a Jupiter 3 if you really want to.
This is Volga driving Alexander Andreev.

The last half of his video is helmet cam footage of
picking his way through snarled up Moscow traffic
with no regard for the paintwork of his fellow
Russians' cars or traffic regulations. I suppose
there are some? They'd have to catch him first!

the picture is a
dedicated plug
testing tool
apparently made in
Russia, he
announces proudly.
Safety? Nope, do it
a T shirt, jeans and
trainers! Oh that poor Ural! www.youtube.com/
watch?v=06IsgfTxfOo if you want to see that.

Following this on
Youtube is another
Alex Andreev video
about how to do an
"aggressive 180
rotation" on a Ural,
once you can start it.
Does anyone
remember Dave
Taylor from the 1970s
who tried to wheelie round the Isle of Man TT
course? He always seemed to be anxious to
present himself professionally and became a vocal
campaigner for road safety. He was very sensible.
I expect Motorcycle Sport featured him. In contrast
I particularly like Alex's "Don't try this at home, it's
dangerous, but I'm going to teach you anyway"!

The video has English subtitles, which are funny for
being translations from Russian, and lots of
comments about impressing girls and shaming your
Yamaha riding mates by demonstrating the stunt
potential of a Ural, if you can start it. Would you
believe it breaks down halfway through a feet up
slide as Alex is skating round the tarmac to show
off? The device he's testing the spark plugs with in
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And finally we have this bloke, above. Watch him
berm busting in soft sand on road tyres in a piss
pot hat and wellies with no gloves, fast, and I mean
he's really quick! He must be a handy motocross
pilot and the farm boy act's a joke, don't you think?
www.youtube.com/watch?v=h-ckNjY0jE&feature=youtu.be He rides this, below in
the next video and his false moustashe falls off.

Obviously he speaks Russian so I've no idea how
special the suspension is or how cleverly the
engine is tuned but I gather someone's been in
there. It sounds lovely and even though our man
can ride it with flair, you can tell it's a trick piece of
kit.

"AMAZING '61 Vyatka WP150 for
sale - a Soviet copy of the Vespa
GS150." it said, in red.

Ebay

battery is no longer used today of course, it only
serves as a prop). In addition, it has the original
Russian certificate of leaving the factory along with
the instruction manual in Russian. Most likely it has
never been registered."
"The paint was repaired. The ORIGINAL varnish
has been completely cleaned and polished, and
finally a professional ceramic coating has been
carefully applied to protect it. All vehicle
components have been thoroughly washed,
cleaned and refreshed. The chrome coatings have
been polished, only the kickstarter lever and the
rear lamp have been re-chromed. The fluids in the
engine and shock absorbers have been replaced."

When I last looked it had clocked up lots of bids but
none of them higher than the £2,550 reserve the
vendor placed on it. My scooterist friends tell me
there exists a hierarchy in coolness with
Lambrettas being unassailably magnificent, Vespas
less so and if you have to ride a modern automatic
four stroke you need a valid excuse. Indian built
copies, SIL and LML respectively, exist but you
don't see them because they don't get out much.
It matters that there's so much money in classic
scooters that real Vespas are professionally
restored in places like Thailand and Vietnam and
sold to wealthy collectors in Europe, some
unscrupulously rebuilt with Indian or Chinese parts.
I know someone who bought one, which needed
rebuilding again. Real GP200 or TV175
Lambrettas with their pedigree intact sell for
£12,000 or more these days. Dave, my insight into
scooter world, was astonished no one wanted to
pay much for this spectacular Vyatka.

According to the vendor's text on Ebay this is not a
restoration, it's "authentic" and has covered only
5,000km. He said "Everything from the smallest
screws, washers and details is authentic. Factory
tires in excellent condition, cotton braided cables,
seat cover and the entire electrical system
including the factory battery have survived (the
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"Accurate adjustment and lubrication of all
components has been carried out and at the end
the vehicle was started and then a test driven
(about 20 km)."
"The scooter is 100% functional and running, it
doesn't require any corrections, adjustments or
financial contribution. It is ready for both exposure
and driving, but you must remember that the
vehicle is almost 60 years old."
It lives in Poland but you could have had it
delivered to a warehouse in London, securely
crated up, for £300 and if you'd wanted it dropped
on your doorstep, another £300 would have fixed
that, not by Paypal though.

Above is what the official factory documentation
looks like. Is this what East Europeans refer to as
a technical passport? It's not a registration
certificate then? Also available on Ebay from this
bloke, below, are technical passports complete with
new, compatibly stamped frame plates for Russian
side valves,
amongst other
things from his
Ebay shop. Has
anyone tried him
for spares yet?

All you'd need is £120, then an angle grinder and a
set of stamps to turn your sidevalve into a 1955
M72. Oh and the shameless audacity necessary to
live with the guilt, if you didn't get caught!
The beautiful Vyatka was brought to you by John
Tickell, who sends me lots of interesting things
from the internet. He sent me a link to an article on
Russian website VK.com asking "What do you think
of this?" Of course I'm only your editor, your
humble servant, and the COC is democratic to the
core! So never mind what I think, here's.......

Dystopia

Dimitry Tarsov is the General
Director of Kalashnikov. In
Kalashnikov Media's press
release he said “We study the topic of electric
transport, immerse ourselves in it, experiment. As
you understand, in order for this type of transport to
develop actively, it is necessary to overcome a
number of objective obstacles. And not the least of
them is infrastructure development.” He was
talking about this, below. The new IZH 49?

According to Kalashnikov Press Secretary Mark
Reznikov "This model was created for motorcycle
collectors around the world who are willing to add a
newly released electric IZH 49 to their collection.
We produced only 49 models and don’t plan on
building any more at the moment.” Most of them
have already been sold, for something like $20,000
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each, so if you want one you need to contact the
factory directly, now! For the money you get “A
balanced frame with aluminium power elements
(?), a comfortable suspension and an authentic
appearance that almost completely repeats the
original IZH 49 motorcycle produced 70 years ago.”
You also get a brushless air cooled motor, disc
brakes, a weight of 130kg, 50 miles of running on a
single charge and a top speed of just under 60mph.
You plug in into your house to charge it, at 220v.
Final drive is by toothed belt. If you want to see it
go it's on Youtube, www.youtube.com/watch?
v=fWeTtI45du4 accompanied by a stiring techno/
orchestral soundtrack to make it sound exciting,
because it doesn't have a noise of its own, other
than an irritating whining noise of course.

You might remember the electric IZH police bike
from the March/April 2018 edition of HV. This was
displayed at the 2017 Military Technical Forum.
The 49 was displayed there too, in 2020.
Oppopsite top is what that looked like. Last year
apparently, Kalashnikov tried an elecric cafe racer,
also pictured opposite, supposedly for "interesting
and fast rides". However it was slow, didn't run for
long until its battery went flat and was treated with
complete indifference by Russian motorcyclists.

reground the valves and fitted new gaskets. The
barrels looked smooth and although not brilliant the
compression on both is 65psi. I have removed the
front cover and confirmed that the crank/cam shaft
marks align. There is a good spark from both plugs
and the points are set to the advised gap.
The seat on each carb flange is flat and there is a
good seal between the carbs and barrels (heatshield and paper gaskets). I have set the carb slide
lifts to an equal setting using an appropriately sized
drill bit and then used a slightly bigger drill bit to set
the slack on both throttle cables. The slider needle
for the main jet is set midway but from what I
understand this doesn't really come into play until
engine speed is well above tickover.
Now for the problem. To start the tuning process I
screwed in the idle jet screw home then backed it
off various distances 1/2, 1 and 1 1/2. I then crank
it four times with the ignition off and choke on .... it
starts... but dies after 3-4 seconds. Both cylinders
are warm.

You'll be interested to know Kalashnikov have
completed development of their latest lightweight
assault rifle, on Youtube as well to promote its sale
just in time for Christmas. The fun fact here is that
it's chambered for NATO's 5.56mm cartridge. I'm
not sure if that's a good thing or not!

Steve
Kielty

In the previous issue of HV Steve
dragged his K750 out from under
its sheet, in slightly blue text.
That's a part of the editorial
process you're not supposed to see
but fortunately no one noticed! After that we
enjoyed this email exchange...

I wonder if you can shed any light on a problem I
am having in getting the engine on my KMZ MB
K750 to run properly (It was a non-runner when I
got it). I have fitted a new rotor and cap, plug
leads, plugs, K302 carbs, fuel tap, fuel-lines and
inline filters. I have also cleaned the head,
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If I turn the screws all the way in it starts and runs
but the right cylinder (when sitting on the bike)
rarely joins in and the left cylinder gets smoking
hot. When I remove the plugs the right one is
petrol-soaked and the left black and sooty.
It is as if when I turn the air-screws out from home
the engine runs out of fuel but when they are
turned into home one cylinder floods and the other
runs far too rich. During all of this the retard lever is
pulled to max. I have checked the float chamber
and there is plenty of fuel in there and have even
ground the float needle and checked that they seal
as required.
I have come across two suggestions on the internet
but both sound suspect as this design of carbs has
powered these bikes for years so there is no
obvious reason why they should not work still. One
chap reckons that he had to drill the jets bigger and
the other added washers to the float to allow more
petrol into the float chamber.
Before I start to strip both new carbs to look for
obvious faults (that and go mad) is there anything
in your wealth of experience that I may need to try.
You're saying you have brand new K302 carbs?
Are they NOS Russian or Chinese copies?
If your plugs are sooty then it looks like you're rich
but the dying after 3 or 4 seconds sound lean.

So I've a few questions for you. How good is your
spark? Can you find some old plugs and break the
centre electrode off them, or at least bend it out of
the way. Use these to check the spark laying them
on the heads as you would. In atmosphere the
ignition system should throw a spark across the
gap to the edge. If it doesn't hold or balance the
plugs off the head to see how close the centre
electrode needs to be before it sparks. If you get a
good spark like this it sort of rules out ignition. How
do you know the ignition timing is near enough?
Have you timed it static with a bulb or meter?

quality looks OK.
I did rebuilt the
old ones using a
kit from UralZentral but then
found that there
was a crumbling
hole in the casing
wall where the air
screw goes in,
hence the new
ones.

Compression pressure at 65psi isn't really good
enough, you should be around 90/100. The
symptoms you have are similar to low
compression, that is looking rich but feeling lean.
That's because you'll need a lot of petrol to start,
which soots up the plugs if it doesn't run log
enough to burn it off. Then once you've used that
there isn't enough to squeeze together enough to
start a flame front across the combustion chamber
to run normally.

The compression is low but saying that it will tickover on full retard and the air-screw fully home but
only on the left (when sitting on the bike)
cylinder....which gets too hot and soots the plug.

What do the head gaskets look like? Are they thin
copper or thick composite type?
The needles in the carb do matter at tick over if you
have to have the throttles open a lot to make it run
even slowly, if there's some other problem. You
can overlap needles and pilot screw settings to get
it to pick up from idle smoothly, but we aren't there
yet, don't worry about that!
Don't go modifying your carbs. What are the jet
sizes, just in case they're supplied for something
else. Goodness knows what but maybe we'd better
check.
I bought the bike from a Polish lad living in
Wakefield. It was sent to him (in bits) by his fatherin-law but he did not know what to do with it. He
had asked for a cheap bike to be sent over but
what he got was something else. I think that the
bike spent most of its life in a field and the owners
threw parts away as they saw fit. I have scraped
enough oil soaked Ukrainian soil off this bike to be
able to apply for Ukrainian citizenship.
Anyway.......I have tinkered with old cars/bikes in
the past and do as much servicing and repairs as I
can but my KMZ is a voyage of discovery to say the
least. The carbs were advertised on EBay (VMP
Motorcycle Parts) as aftermarket for M72, MT9,
K750 so I suspect that China is involved but the
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I will give the spark plug testing suggestion a try but
first I think your mention of ignition timing is key....
'How do you know the ignition timing is near
enough? Have you timed it static with a bulb or
meter?' The answer is I don't know and need some
advice on timing.
I have used the
bulb trick on old
cars but they had
timing marks and a
distributor that you
turned by hand to
find the right spot. There was no manual advanceretard lever.
The Ernie Frankie PDF gives lots of detail but not
how to deal with a lack of flywheel markings. Do
you remove the plug and feel for TDC then
measure from the
distributor cam
lobe to find 39-40
BTC? I have never
used a timing
degree wheel but
it sounds better
than one
suggestion on the
internet that you
measure the
piston back
9mm....but doesn't
say how. I did
check the crank/
cam timing marks
and they match up
so that's one point of reference.

I have had the barrels off and ended up making a
new gasket for the left one as the one with the kit
did not align with the oil-feed hole nor fit tight over
the piston oil-feed channel that surrounds it. As you
can see the pistons and barrels are not badly
scored although the compression readings point to
a re-bore and new pistons. The head-gaskets have
been replaced with what looks like aluminium ones.
They came with a kit from Ural-Zentral.

that it was a
given.
Because I
couldn't see
a way of
setting it
without a
timing mark
then I
assumed
(always
dangerous)
that setting
the points and using the retard lever was what was
expected. As I say this is a voyage of discovery.
First compression.......... Yes the pistons are the
bores look lovely. Did you measure the ring end
gaps? Anything over 1.00mm is likely to cause
trouble. It's not the gap itself, you're just using that
as an indicator of how worn the ring is. The real
trouble is because the ends of the ring aren't
supported so well and they wear as they dig in to
the bore. If you put the ring in the barrel and hold it
up to the light you might see daylight under the ring
there. That's not a rebore, just new rings. Don't
take the barrels of again yet though.
What have you set the valve clearances at?

I suspect that timing may be everything in the first
instance and that I have made some assumptions

Timing......... Your timing marks are lined up
correctly. Have you had the camshaft gear off?
There's a woodruff key in there to locate it to set
both valve and ignition timing. First we find TDC.
Put the bike in top gear and turn the engine with
the rear wheel. Poke a thin screwdriver or
something down the plug hole and turn the engine
forwards, feeling the piston with your probe. Turn
slowly because the piston will jam the probe
against the plug threads, you need to pull it out as
the piston rises. When you get to the top you can
rock the rear wheel to make sure it really is the top.
Look down the timing hole in the crankcase at the
flywheel. There isn't a mark? Paint one. This will
do for your TDC mark. Turn the engine backwards
so your TDC mark disappears by about half an
inch. Paint another mark here, this is static ignition
timing. Keep turning backwards until you've turned
the flywheel to a point where another mark would
be about two inches further. Paint that, this is full
advance. All this is wild guessing but all we're
doing is getting it near enough to run properly and
checking for a huge error somewhere. Different
colour paint is good, to identify the marks.
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Take one of the valve inspection covers off and find
TDC again, for this you're looking for valve overlap.
Rock the rear wheel back and forth and satisfy
yourself both valves are about evenly lifted at TDC.
If they are your valve train is probably assembled
correctly. If they're not your valve timing might be
wrong which explains your poor compression and
indifferent running.
If the valve timing is OK you can check the effect of
ignition timing by removing the screws holding the
points casing on. Get radical, push it beyond it's
normal range of adjustment to see if it improves
and if it does, look for why the assembly is wrong.
That Bakelite distributor thing was always fraught
with trouble and some people abandoned it and
fitted a double ended 6v coil instead. Honda CD
175 for example. We were doing that spark
distance test to make sure it works properly.
I didn't remove the cam/crank gears....from the
school of "If it looks OK don't bugger around with
it." Likewise I didn't remove the rings but if a new
set is a possible solution then that's better that than
a rebore, but like you say one for the future.

tappets equal see-saw opening/closing as I rock
the rear wheel, and the right side both remain
closed without movement. So I guess that is the
firing side at this point of the cycle. As for the rotor
cam, yes it is the same shaft as the valve timing.

I set the valve clearances (cold) to 0.004-0.005" for
exhaust and 0.002-0.004" for the inlet.

I think I will publish a book with lots of pictures at
the end of this rebuild with tales of sidecar reducer
boxes with no gaskets or oil? Plus other gems.
Bastards.

Now for the main issue, my MB K750 does not
appear to have a plugged hole through which to
view the flywheel. I even removed the air-filter just
in case one was hiding in the recess. Holes must
not have been invented in Kiev when mine was
built.
No hole? Thoughtless bastards! OK then, do you
have a multimeter or can you rig up a battery and
bulb to tell you when the points open? This time
we'll do the back wheel in top gear thing with the
probe down the plug hole but watch the points
indicator instead. On full retard the points should
open just before your probe tells you you've
reached TDC. Your points cam is built into the
camshaft isn't it? For the sake of getting it near
enough for now, just to run it for testing, as close to
TDC it is the better because you can advance it
yourself with the lever from there. If it isn't and you
can't turn the points case to make it so, your valve
timing might be wrong as well.
Like you say Paul, bastards. I have a meter so will
try that. I have double checked the tappets as per
this, and with TDC on the left cylinder the two
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All that looks good. Most of the bikes which come
from Eastern Europe have been the victims of a
brutal culture! Good luck.
Well that's me for the day. The left cylinder will
chug over with the air-screw fully home but the right
cylinder will only fire once in a blue moon whether
the air-screw is all the way in, fully removed and
anything in between.
The points open (when full retarded) just before
TDC whichever cylinder I test and both side spark
to the edge of a modified plug. I have a new coil
that I will try some other day and may put the old
carbs back on to see if that helps. Can't
understand why one side fires and the other
doesn't. Time for beer I think.
Steve enlisted the help of David Angel. Not directly
of course but by reading the tehnical blog on
David's F2 Motorcycles website. We have kind
permission to reprint that here, oppopsite, so take it
away David............

Several times a month I get a desperate phone call
from somewhere in the world from a Ural owner
wanting advice because their bike is only running
on one cylinder or producing very little power.
Fortunately most parts can be swapped from one
side to the other. Following these instructions will
establish why your bike is running on one.
To establish a bike really is running on one. Start
engine and pull the throttle cable, or manually
operate the throttle on one side then the other. If
both sides pick up well then it really is only the
tickover throttle stop or mixture screw that is the
problem. However if one side picks up well and the
other does little or nothing go to number 1.
If the fault is only at idle (tickover) and adjusting the
throttle stop or air screw does not seem to make
much difference. Start the engine and hold the
throttle open just enough to stop it stalling. Spray
WD40 round the joint between the carburettor and
the cylinder head on the side that is not working
properly. If the engine note changes or it suddenly
starts working you have an air leak between the
carburettor and the cylinder head. If not, go to
number 1.
1. Remove and clean both plugs, make sure they
are dry and then replace them. Leave the ignition
off, flood or choke carbs equally and then give the
bike 10 kicks. Remove both plugs and check to see
if one is wetter than the other. If one is completely
dry go to the fuel supply advice.
2. Fuel supply - Remove the fuel pipe from
carburettor and place a cup under it. Turn fuel on
(or prime) and check there is a good flow. Then
check the other carburettor. They should both be
the same or similar. If not and you have a twin
output fuel tap, remove it and give it a clean. If your
tap only has a single output it could be a blockage
in the fuel pipe itself. If there is similar flow to both
carburettors go to float valve advice. (Don’t forget,
never leave vacuum fuel taps on prime for more
than 15 seconds)
3. Float valve - Drain carburettors completely and
remove floats and fuel supply pipe, spray a little
WD40 up through the hole where the fuel enters to
clear any obstructions from the float valve. While
you are there and the WD40 is handy also spray
any other jets you can see. Use the thin plastic
tube that comes with the WD40 to make sure the
WD40 goes through the jet rather than just over the
outside of it. Reassemble carburettors and connect
fuel. Try starting the bike again. If it still runs on one
side only, go to final fuel check.
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4. Final fuel check - With the bike running on one,
remove the pipe from the air cleaner to the non
working carburettor. With the thin tube removed
from the WD40 spray a little WD40 into the back of
the offending carburettor from about 6 inches away.
If this side suddenly cuts in but stops when you
stop spraying then it still is a fuel problem as the
bike is running by using the WD40 as fuel. In this
case the carburettors will need to be completely
removed disassembled, cleaned, adjusted and
refitted. If this doesn’t help go to ignition checks.
5. Ignition checks - Remove both spark plugs and
clean and dry them again. Put the left one in the
right side and the right one in the left side. Restart
the engine. If the fault has changed sides the
problem is the plugs and they need replacing. If not
go to coil checks.
6. Coil checks - Remove and clean the plugs and
put them back in their original position. If they will
reach, remove the plug lead from the left side at the
plug end and place it on the right plug. Swap the
other over as well. Restart the bike. If the fault has
moved sides then it is either the coil, lead or cap
which has failed on one side. So go to cap check.
7. Cap checks – Only do this if the plug caps can
be easily unscrewed from the lead. NGK caps can,
Ducati caps cannot. Put the plug leads back to their
original position and then remove both caps by
unscrewing them from the lead. Swap the caps
from left to right and re-attach them. Re-start the
engine. If the fault has moved one of the caps has
failed and will need replacing. If not go to lead
check.
8. Lead check - Put the caps back to their original
position and if you have a coil where the leads can
be removed at the coil end. Swap the leads over at
the coil end, but leave everything else as it was.
Re-start the engine. If the fault has not moved
sides then it is the plug lead that is causing the
fault. If it has moved it is the coil that has failed and
this will need replacing.
NOTE - If none of this works start swapping major
components from one side to the other, like the
whole carburettor until you get the fault to move
sides. Obviously if non of this works it could be
something more serious like a bent valve or broken
piston rings.
Finally, up to date then............
Progress report....of sorts. Well I have tried
different carbs, swapped plugs, checked the spark

on kick-over (fine), swapped the leads over and
here's the thing...and no surprise..... the righthand cylinder is getting petrol but not igniting it.
The right-hand exhaust doesn't have a great seal
and I could see a mist of petrol pumping out of the
port. While the engine was running on the left I
clamped the fuel-pipe feeding the right and once it
cleared the bowl I got the occasional phut-phut but
not much more; even when I allowed a bit of fuel in.
I then sprayed some WD40 into the carb it never
ignited. Poor spark to the right when running I
thought.
When I swapped the two ignition leads over earlier
the left was still working using the right lead but
now when I swapped the distributor cap outlets
over the left didn't want to play (new cap too!). The
right didn't suddenly spring into life but that may be
down to being fuel soaked. Anyway I have ordered
a 6 volt twin coil which will at least confirm that both
sides are getting the same jolt and who knows both
may fire up.....fingers and toes crossed.
Who knows I may have some good news come the
weekend, but I am not getting my hopes up too
much yet. Steve.
A new ignition coil fixed Jason Sweeny in the
previous issue. It must be ignition coil season!

David
Greenwood

I was so sorry to hear
the sad news that John
Denny had passed
away. Almost every
time that I attended at the Ace Café he was there
and often on a variety of different bikes from his
stable, one time on a NSU max which he had
restored, below.
He was also at
many of the
Cossack club
events. I vividly
remember that
he attended the
Three Magpies
when a royal
wedding was
happening in
Windsor (where
he lived). He
awoke after a terrible night in his tent he was
suffering chronic back pain. He was forced to drive
home to relax and was not looking forward to loads
of traffic and blocked off roads. He had deliberately
come away to get away from it all in the first place!
I also remember he attended our club AGM in
Rutland the meeting start time was 10.00am.
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He left home at approx. 6.00am and left soon after
the meeting ended for the long ride home. He was
already in his 80s and I consider these and other
events he attended as a great achievement, I hope
you agree.
The last time I met him was at the Ace on Red
Oktober day 2019. He told me that he had a theft
and several (or all) of his bikes had been stolen.
He could not manage without a bike on the road so
he had gone straight out to buy another. All he
could get was a 600cc Honda 4, boring and no
character (but with an electric starter!) but it was
still a bike never the less
and he was still riding so
good on him. He did have
a BMW engine in his Dnepr
sidecar outfit (photo
enclosed) but this was
meant to be a stopgap. He
had the original engine in
storage and he was hoping
to rebuild it then change it
over. Due to his ill health
he was having difficulty
starting his bikes and he
told me that was one of his
reasons to sell his outfit.
He sometimes wore a long
trench coat and riders at the Ace used to ask me

‘’Where is that chap in the trench coat’’. However,
on that day in last October he was wearing a posh
bikers jacket (pictured above in blue!) Probably it
was more in keeping with the modern Honda he
was riding. He was a true enthusiast, I will miss
him, he was a great bloke.
A few years ago during the winter months I had a
problem with my Ural. You may be interested to
hear about it. I removed the oil filter plug as I had
done many times before to change the filter.

However, this
time it would
not screw
back in. After
just a few
turns it
locked up
and even
using more
force than I
was happy
with it just would not screw in. I tried cleaning the
very fine internal thread, washing it with petrol and
using a very fine wire brush. I even stuffed rag into
it and blew in compressed air. I then worked on the
plug cleaning the thread up with a very fine file.
Nothing
would work
to help the
plug screw
in.
I phoned
David Angel
as he may
have come
across the
problem
before. Just my luck he hadn’t, he would send me
a new plug to try. The new plug made no
difference. However, after many tries and lots
more cleaning and filing it did go in but I used more
force than I was happy with. I saw on Youtube
from USA a video showing how to fit a conversion
to a spin off type oil filter. Ural can supply a whole
new front chest plate to accept the spin off filters it
is suitable for Urals with Ducati ignition. The video
showed how to do the job but excluded anything to
do with the ignition. I could not understand this as
it was an essential part of the work and it was
obvious that the whole ignition assembly had to be
removed then refitted and timed.
However, I proceeded and refitted the ignition back
as reverse to removing and retimed it. However,
on my test run but only after 20 odd miles the
engine started missing, it packed up and I had to
get recovery home.
On investigation the rotor plate had been rubbing
against the pick up and it had got hot and burnt out.
It had seemed okay when I turned the engine over
by hand when cold after fitting it but obviously when
hot it had started to rub, you could clearly see the
rubbing marks. David Angel checked to see if
longer spaces were available or required when
fitting the conversion but nothing is listed.
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I got over the problem by making a slightly longer
spacer on one side and the original spacer on the
other side. The rotor plate was now central in the
slot of the pick up. I replaced the end locking bolt
with a longer one so that the thread was longer and
it entered deeper. It has been okay now for many
miles. David Angel is aware of the problem so will
be looking out for it in the future! I wonder why the
ignition part of the job was missing from the
Youtube video!

Wanted
by
Faebhean
Kwest

Wanted. A Dnepr MT10
rear lamp and indicator
assembly for a Dnepr
sidecar. A Ural front solo
seat. Dnepr MT10-38
exhaust pipes. Contact
your HV editor, details on page 4, if you're fed up
with tripping over these in your shed and you'd like
to sell them to Faebhean. I'll pass you on.
You might also like me to put you in contact with
him because he thought of this..........
"I live in Brighton and I know there are other Dnepr/
Ural riders out there, I have seen a couple. I
wonder if you would be able to put a piece in the
magazine asking if anyone wants to meet/share
help/etc? I know there is a man called Andy
Genovese out in Brightonland! I am quite happy for
you to pass my mobile number and ask if anyone
would like to text/ring me sometime!"
I think that's a fantastic idea. If anyone else wants
to put out a call for possible social interaction
please do. You'll need to wear masks, bathe in anti
viral hand wash and shout at each other from a
safe distance of course, for the foreseeable future.

Mick
Smith's
Turbo
Dnepr

I have just started my Dnepr
MT9 turbo project that I
mentioned to you a few months
back. I am getting parts together
and have a plan in mind, this
project should slow me down.
I'm going to try a simple low
boost draw through system? I will keep you up
dated and send clear photos of build if you think it's
interesting enough but won't be yet. (Yes, yes, yes!
It's easily interesting enough, by miles!) I had
problems with the Ural engine in the red Dnepr you
kindly put in the mag. So I am going to use the
original Dnepr engine that came with the bike and
use that as the test bike. Been using the K750 all
summer, can't ride it enough and that one's going
well. What a bike. Will keep you informed of
progress.

I asked Mick what had
happened to the Ural
engine.
The ural engine ran
superb, I couldnt believe
how quiet, smooth and
fairly powerful the engine
was? Then slowly it started
to loose power and run
rough. I tried everything to
try and sort it out. In the
end it would not run it,
made a strange internal
graunching noise and the
bob weights rubbed on the
points cover so I suspect
the cam has cracked
maybe. I have looked at
pistons, bores valves ect,
all seem ok. But this problem spured me on with
the new idea. I will get round to taking it apart fully
and will tell you what I find. It would almost run on
one cylinder but the other cylinder seemed to be
out of sinc, almost like the cam had snapped in
half? It's a shame because in my opinion the
engine looked almost new inside. If this turbo idea
works the engine should go really well but I will
have to be very carefull with the boost, as you
know the engines have fairly big fly wheels and
clutch and having this lot come out the side of the
engine could ruin your day and trim your toe nails
at the same time. (Bounce across the road, through
someone's sitting room window and smash all the
china teapots off their mantlepiece too.)
Opposite top is "Puncher" on ice. I know it looks
like a 750 Ural but it is in fact 650cc to comply with
its speed record class at Bonneville. It's super,
rather than turbo, charged with a belt driven
compressor running off the clutch, below. It was
built by FCM, Fine Custom Motorcycles, the people
who built the shiny red outfit on the front cover.

With luck there'll be more of this next issue.
The mighty Diesel powered thing
needs more doing, here's it's
clutch.......

Mark
Avis

Always nice to take something apart,
and find something obviously wrong with it. Do you
know whether those clutch pins are a press-fit in
the flywheel? The replacements I have ordered
from Chris Tomes don't look like there is any other
way to retain them. On the 'middle' plain disc in the
photos, opposite, I already drilled some new holes
some time ago, but they don't quite line up! I'll
have to ease them a bit, and do the same on the
rearmost disc. Too much diesel-torque into a 1:1
top gear and 3.2:1 final drive, I guess, but I
suppose it lasted more than 5k miles and they were
all old bits to start with.
The pins are a push fit in the flywheel but they have
to be a good push fit. Do you have a press?
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around. Much to my
surprise I have a contract
this year, but no work to
do. Can't go on for long,
I suspect...
On the subject of
students Mark found a
video of a programme
broadcast by the Inner
London Education
Authority in 1972. It features the tale of what
happened when little Danny Jones ran into the
road. Fortunately he remembers his Green Cross
Code in time and doesn't get squished. They knew
a song about that which is sung by Mr Safety.
Make sure the flywheel is resting flat on the press
bed or you'll bend it if you need lots of pressure. I
haven't done this but I would think if the pins press
in too easily they'll come loose, especially with
diesel torque. How tight is tight enough? Good
question. If you have a press with a
pressure gauge on top make a note of the pressure
they push out at. I do this with crank pins. A
crank which comes apart at less than 500psi might
twist in use. Good is 7/800 psi and 1,000 is
marvellous. Clutch pins will be a lot less of course.
I've heard of hard core
cheapskates turning
them round. Later Urals
have teeth on their
clutch plates and internal
teeth in the flywheel,
from about 1999/2000 I
think. Serenity has one
of these. Maybe what
happened to you isn't so
much diesel torque as
simple old age.
At work there is a new
50 ton tensile/
compression testing
machine. I think it can
control by load, and/or by displacement, perhaps at
the same time. This might mean I get them all in to
the same depth, with graphs of load against depth
for each peg. (This doesn't mean I won't **ck it up
totally, of course)
I was thinking of turning them around, well, some
are on order so we'll see how they turn out when
they come. Maybe I'll get it hot first for out/in. I
suppose I could freeze the new pins too. Ovens
and climatic cabinets, good job no students are
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Here he is, right
urging kids to
wear PPE when
out enjoying
"This, new super
sport" of
skateboarding.
It's significant
that 1972 was
the first year
Voskhods hit the
streets in the
UK, and anything else unfortunate enough to get in
their way! If you want to watch Mr Safety try......
www.youtube.com/watch?v=VBj29dggyBI
ILEA also broadcast some pretty cosmic
progressive rock music shows called Musivc Alive
and scrolling down Youtube gets you Soft Machine,
Third Ear Band, Matching Mole and Roy Harper.
These are all in black and white and of course,
they're of their time. A bit like Motorcycle Sport.
If you enjoy those Phil Rushworth suggests Peter
Hammil from Van De Graff Generator on
Play Away, to be found here.....
www.youtube.com/watch?v=evopQp6BNrA

Been busy with the centre stand today, usual
problem worn bushes, made some oversize and
new bolts but its all in very sad condition and still
sits with both wheels on the ground. It's a winter
job. I would be totally stuffed without a lathe.
Just waiting for a new petrol tap now then blast off.

John now owns the ex Gary
Carroll, ex Mike Rowe IZH 49,
above, so we can expect it to be
up and running soon. Here's the
story so far..........

John
Tickell

The rear tyre and chain look very close to one's
anatomy, above. Below, at peace with the world.

Plugging my way through the 49 sorting out a few
historical bodges but in remarkably good condition
for 66 years old. Garry Carroll certainly picked a
good one as his starting point. Will send some pics.
when done, hopefully end of Month. Its a delight to
work on and what surprises and pleases me is the
use of fine threads here and there.
It was registered in 2014 with help from PJB.
It has upgraded electrics, 12v and electronic
ignition but have all parts to convert back to 6v
points. It's all disguised so will see how it goes. I
think the only biggish job to do over winter is to
replace the notchy steering head bearings but will
slacken them off in the mean time. The Polish lads
fit tapper roller bearings so will no doubt go that
route.
I asked the guy in Poland if he could recommend a
parts supplier for IZH in his neck of the woods and
he suggested https://shop.klasykmoto.pl. Seems a
comprehensive stock of all sorts. I don't need
anything at the moment. Ordered a new seat spring
from Chris Tomes but I think that is going to take
some while but will consider Klasykmoto in future. It
appears the owner spent some time in UK.
The seat spring is proving to be interesting. Fully
tensioned up the seat will still bottom if bounced on
as if its gone weak, it is 1954. Asking the question
on the Forum it's a common problem that for some
odd reason they seem to accept. Were Russians
post war lighter? When the new spring arrives and
if it proves not much better I'm thinking of welding
up two of the coils of the old spring, in effect
shortening it, and see what that does.
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Does anyone remember Trevor
College's Subaru Dnepr?

Graham
Woods

I just dragged out my bike
paperwork for details to renew
HV membership. I have just noticed the previous
registered keeper of Cossack MT9 ODJ 227R
remains is an Anthony Jones living WN7 way.
Is it one and the same as Club Sec? (It was)
Perhaps you can jog his memory about what came
out of a nettle patch 5 years ago without a molecule
of paint but with a Suburu flat 4 engine and
several disintegrated gearbox and final drives.
It now has a coat of anti-rust pink and a 750
flathead and box ready to slide in but I cannot find
my swiss watch makers tools at the moment.
Maybe I ought to sledgehammer it in......or
gracefully pass it on to a new owner. Does he want
it back? (I wouldn't have thought so!)
Graham's hands must have been shaking with
excitement when the took the photo opposite top,
it's a bit blurred but included so that if you fancy the
responsibility of volunteering as a new owner, you'll
know what there is. We have mentioned the

mystery of the mighty
Subaru before, way back
in the November/
December 2015 issue of
HV. Five years later on
then........
It suddenly occurred to
me that Tony is
committee and his email is on page 4 of HV.
I emailed him today and he confirmed he had the
bike (2003 on V5C) and it went to Trevor College.
TC did the Subaru conversion but it was never
finished or maybe ate gearboxes.
My scraps of paper suggest I bought it on Ebay in
2005 from 'Ed's Motorcycle Emporium' and finally
got the paperwork in 2010 via PJB's club record
search using just frame number. Rather a lot of
'Ed's motorcycles' on internet.
Sadly Tony does not have a photo of the intact bike
and vaguely remembers it as very incomplete.
I need to search for the digital I took of all that is
there spread out on the lawn to put it in HV.
I even bought complete set of plated nuts and bolts
especially for the rebuild.

Motorcycles who sold it on to Graham via Ebay.

Above is what it looks like now, same as it did five
years ago when this photo was taken. If you log on
to www.cossackownersclub.co.uk and read the
2015 issue of HV and find page 7, you can read
what there is of the chassis. It's a viable project.
Graham had a terrible time with a bunch of
scammers which he shared with us as a warning to
other members, on page 8 of that issue and I think
he's a little wary of advertising publicly. It's for this
reason by the way that I like to ask respondents to
adverts to email the HV office, details on page 4,
and I'll pass you on.
Can we consider this to be an advert? I think we
can. If you want a Subaru engined Dnepr project
with the option of a K750 sidevalve in it instead,
email HV and we'll pressure Graham into dealing
with it.

Plea for
frame and
engine
numbers

Above is the picture Graham sent us of the
unpacking of a box of treasures from the Ukraine,
stuffed with the usual fascinating insight into
Ukrainian life in a package covered with a hundred
stamps. Presumably you get these with the project
if you buy it?

A significant part of
Graham's Subaru saga
was being able to recover
it's original registration
number from the COC
register of frame numbers.
This is also on page 7 of
the 2015 HV in quesion. I was able to find the
registration number of a pile of 1977 Dnepr bits as
well and I've been convinced for ages that trying to
compile a more recent register will be invaluable.
Unfortunately I have to do real life and so far I've
not found the time to do much about it.

The Subaru engine is also available but still buried
under goodness knows what in Graham's shed at
present. He intended to send more photos of what
this project consists of but hasn't yet.

However, the COC register has reared its sweet,
informative head again and been instrumental in
establishing beyond all doubt that Lovely Hazel's
Jupiter 3 can only have been manufactured in
1975, see page 12.

So, in summary, Tony sold half a DVLA registered
Dnepr to Trevor in 2003 who sort of put the Subaru
engine in it. Then he must have sold it to Ed's

Suffering from the euphoria of having discovered
something interesting, I scrambled into the editorial
shed, the other one, that dark one, and dragged out
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all the IZH Jupiter crankcases and frames I could
find. I compared all the dates on the frame plates
with the engine and frame number prefixes and it
looks like Н is 1971, Г is 1974, Д is 1975 and А is
something else. All the engines are prefixed Э.
Anything which left Izhevsk with a side car on it has
numbers prefixed with К. So ДК120210 is the
120,210th Jupiter 3 off the line in 1975 fittened with
engine number ЭДК120210 and a sidecar!

had was an old tax disc with the original registration
number now deleted from DVLA's records, hence
the application for age related registration now. The
COC register listed these frame and registration
numbers. 086113 as RUM66M, 086385 as
RDP25M, 086386 as OHU672 and 086488 as
unknown, but all were listed by the register as
1973, backed up by DVLA's own records of the still
registered vehicles.

Both engine and frame numbers always matched,
suggesting IZH stamped the numbers on when the
vehicle, two wheeled or three, was complete. This
is why there are no frame numbers on
contemporary IZH models because it's already
stamped on the engine and replicated on the frame
plate.

The frame munber of the Ural in question is
086383, which is within the range of those listed as
1973 and supported by the original registration
number on the old tax disc.

There are both five and six digit frame numbers.
Because IZH stamped their electrical equipment we
can match those up. From this I discovered the
five digit Д13514 was fited with a dynamo and
voltage regulator made in March and the six digit
ДК120210 has those made in December. Do we
think then that IZH didn't stamp the 0 on the front of
their numbers so the 99,999th bike off the line,
stamped 99999, was followed by 100000? Yes we
do! This makes at least 120,210 Jupiters produced
in 1975 by the time ДК120210 was born. The huge
Soviet production figures we know of make that
number easily possible.
Significantly I've never seen a Planeta Sport with
anything other than a four digit frame or engine
number. Is that because yearly production never
reached 10,000 units? Planeta Sports also have
number prefixes by the way, which probably also
indicate year of manufacture.
If you hadn't figured it out yet, John Tickell is a
member of a Polish IZH 49 forum and a while ago
he found the frame number dating prefixes for the
49. These were 1951 - У, 1952 - M, 1953 - Х,
1954 - Г, 1955 - Б, 1956 - Т, 1957 - В and 1957
with a sidecar for example - ВK. Presumably,
even though there are 32 letters in the Russian
alphabet, each model has it's own letters, otherwise
IZH would have run out several years ago!
Recently PJB scored a
notable success in
registering a 1973 Ural
M63 by comparing its
frame number with
others on the COC
register. All the owner
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This information is entirely credible and DVLA
seem to accept it as a substitute for official factory
records, which in some way, the numbers having
been stamped in the factory, they are!
Back to the subject of the Jupiter 3, assuming all
this from the limited sample available in the
editorial shed is statistically precarious of course.
What we need is a long list of frame and engine
numbers, including their date prefixes, compared to
known dates of manufacture, as in Lovely Hazel's
example on page 12. That way any age related
registration application to DVLA can be supported
by the record of IZH serial numbers complied
retrospectively.
Please could I ask you to send in your IZH frame
and engine numbers with the cyrillic prefixes
together with your dates of manufacture, from the
frame plate if possible. That way we'll have enough
data to make a worthwhile guess at what the
numbers are. Your registration numbers would be
lovely too, to show DVLA that the numbers are real.
Have you been filling in your numbers on your club
renewal forms? I must look into that, when there's
time!
This is a very polite request. Are you worried there
might be some sort of data protection issue with
this? Yeah me too. This needs looking in to too.
It seems that Dneprs have matching frame and
engine numbers where Urals don't, although Urals
have a date stamp on their crankcases. Voskod
numbers don't match either but they do have
Cyrillic prefixes. What to do these mean? Does
this mean the engines are assembled and stamped
on a seperate production line before being fitted in
the frames? Eventually we'll try to unravel that but
we'll do IZH first. I'll know we're on to something if
Lovely Hazel's Jupiter application is a success.

Opposite top is Egor Radkevith's digital IZH, under
that is Viatka's vulnerable external, cable operated
gear selector mechanism and bottom is Irbit's Ural
assembly line. Above, the essential joke is "That
powerful 350 twin engine will cruise you
comfortably along the highway all day at today's
legal limits, with plenty of power to spare." Who
made that up then? I bet it wasn't Bob Manns!
I wonder what he said if anyone complained?
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Regalia

Regatta Dover Fleeced
Lined Jacket - £47.00
Product
Code:
COCJ1.
Waterproof,
Windproof
hydrafort
polyester
fabric. Fully
lined with
Thermoguard
insulation.
Taped
seams,
concealed
hood and
adjustable
cuffs. 2 zipped lower pockets. These
jackets are very nice and comfortable and
come with the Star Logo on the left breast as
with other products. The club’s web address
(www.cossackownersclub.co.uk) is across the
shoulders on the back. Colours: Only in Black
with Silver Logo and writing. Sizes: M (40") L (42") - XL (44") - XXL(47") - XXXL(50")
Hooded
Sweat
Shirts
£21.50
These are
normally on
an order
only basis.
Woolly
Hats
£8.50
The
woolly hat is
the knitted
type and
again with
either club
logo. This is an essential bit of kit for any club
member. Standard Club Logo or Star Logo.
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Full & Half Zip
Fleeces - £25.00
Product Code:
COC-FL. 100%
Polyester,
unlined. Comes
with Silver Club
Logo or Star
Logo over the left
breast. These
are great for
chilly mornings
on the rally field.
Normal range of
sizes: Medium - Large - Extra Large - XXL &
XXXL.
T Shirts£13.00 Phil
and Gina are
the people to
see about the
current
availability of
styles and
colours. Cloth
badges, metal
pins and
stickers are
also
available. regalia@cossackownersclub.co.uk
or on 01780 720420

